SUBJ: Moscow Commentary List for 6 Sep 92

Full Text

1. wkly news roundup: incl impact of ruble's depreciation on russ's reform, intl forum on yugoslav conflicts in geneva last wk, itar-tass intvw with no tae-u on yeltsin's upcoming visit to korea, peace process in sth africa (11 min: mand 1000)

2. anon on excerpt of talks between yeltsin, ghali on russ's reform (5 min: jap 051300)

3. sci-tech world prog: nuke reactor energy research in europe, tech to eliminate ozone-depleting chlorofluorohydrocarbons, others (16 min: mand 0400 0600)

4. current events, cmtries: solton on arab-israeli peace talks (3 min: mand 0900)

5. yeltsin in tv debate 5 sep says jpn should not expect russ to return 4 nthn islands during his coming visit (brief: jap 0400 0600 0900)

6. yeltsin intvwd by jap's nhk tv (brief: jap 0400 0600 0900)

7. yeltsin intvwd by jap's nhk tv (brief: jap 0400 0600 0900)

8. current events, cmtries: report on yeltson's mtg with russ youth reps, youth news, report on shooting down of ufo in siberia in 1987, named chi writer & journalist living in mos on chi youths seeking fortunes in mos, music (26 min: mand 0900)

9. overseas chinese prog: life of overseas chi in mos in 1920s, buddhist temple at nthn tip of the world, songs by overseas chi singers, history of overseas chi in brazil (20 min: mand 1200)

10. yeltsin in tv debate 5 sep says jpn should not expect russ to return 4 nthn islands during his coming visit (brief: jap 0400 0600 0900)

11. current events, cmtries: report on yeltsin-watanabe talks on solution to island problem; yeltsin says he will not be pressed to solve problem (3.5 min: mand 0900)

12. russian govt's sign provisional agreement in tokyo on arrangements for preventing disputes over terr waters, airspace; to be officially signed during yeltsin's visit (1 min: jap 051300)

13. yomiuri shimbun 5 sep carries news of jpn deciding to buy from russ tech of manufacturing engine for space rocket; agreement to be signed during yeltsin's visit to jpn (1 min: jap 051300)

14. current events, cmtries: (malenchenov) on release of some 70 prisoners in cambodia recently (3 min: mand 0900)

15. unpro none; part poorest jap 050900 mand 0400 (endall) 07/0641z
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